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**Background:** It is promising to search for fundamentally new approaches to the treatment of Alzheimer's disease (AD) within the framework of creating methods for stimulating neurogenesis and developing a strategy for targeted pharmacological regulation of intracellular signal transduction in regenerative-competent cells (RCCs). Of particular interest in this case are JNK and p53. The purpose of the work was to investigate the possibility of regulating the RCCs functions using JNK and p53 inhibitors in the modelling β-amyloid-induced neurodegeneration (βAIN) in vitro.

**Methods:** The studies were performed using C57BL/6 mice. To model βAIN in vitro, the 25-35 fragment Amyloid β(βA) was used. The effect of the JNK inhibitors (SP600125) and p53 (Pifithrin-α, Cyclic) on the functioning of different types of progenitors and glial cells of the subventricular zone of the cerebral hemispheres (SVZ) was studied. NPCs, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and microglial cells were isolated from SVZ cells using immunomagnetic separation.

**Results:** We found the ability of the JNK inhibitor to stimulate the proliferation of NSCs and NPCs in βAIN simulation. While the p53 inhibitor is characterized by stimulatory activity in relation to the proliferation of only committed neuronal precursors under conditions of neurotoxic exposure to βA. In addition, inhibition of JNK and p53 resulted in stimulation of the secretion of neurotrophins by oligodendrocytes and microglial cells in the in vitro βAIN model.

**Conclusion:** The results indicate the potential ability of the JNK inhibitor to most consistently stimulate the implementation of the proregenerative properties of progenitor and neuroglial cells in AD.
Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a common severe neurodegenerative disease with an unfavorable outcome [1, 2]. The currently used drug approaches to AD therapy based on the protection and/or modulation of the functions of mature nerve cells are unable not only to restore the morphofunctional state of the CNS, but also to stop the progression of the disease [1–4].

Despite the unknown etiology of this disease [1, 5], many aspects of its pathogenesis have been studied. For example, there is no doubt about the critically important role of the toxic effect of pathogenic fragments of β-amyloid (βA) on cells of the nervous tissue [3-6]. Moreover, it has been experimentally proven that the dysfunction of neurons and their death in conditions of amiloid aggregate formation occurs against a backdrop of loss of plasticity of the nervous tissue and the capability of neurogenesis [1, 3, 7].

At the same time, our earlier data showed that impairment of neurogenesis processes in AD develops as a result of uncoupling of mitoses and specialization of neural stem cells (NSCs) and desynchronization of their activity with neuronal-committed precursors (NCPs), as well as with the neurotrophin-producing function of glial cells [3, 7-9].

Based on this, it is promising to develop pharmacological methods of AD therapy principled of regulating the functions of regenerative-competent cells (RCCs) of the nervous tissue and coordinating the functions of their individual representatives (NSCs, NCPs, neuroglial cells) [3, 7-10]. The realization of this approach looks favorable within the context of the strategy for targeted regulation of intracellular signaling in RCCs [11-14]. The selectivity of action in this case depends on the characteristics of intracellular signal transduction in heterogeneous tissue-specific progenitors and/or particular expression of certain types and isoforms of signaling molecules in cells of different tissues [11, 15]. Therefore, one of the key stages in the development of AD treatments within the framework of this concept of pharmacotherapy is the identification of intracellular signaling molecules that can fundamentally change the functioning of certain RCCs.

JNK and p53 are known to be concerned with regulating proliferation and differentiation nervous tissue progenitors, together with the humoral function of neuroglial cells, including neurodegeneration caused by alcohol abuse [12, 16]. However, the function of these molecules in the NSCs and NCPs functioning, and neuroglial cells indirectly involved in neurogenesis in AD is still not known.

The purpose of the work was to investigate the possibility of regulating the RCCs functions (NSCs, NCPs, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, microglial cells) using JNK and p53 inhibitors in the simulation βA-induced neurodegeneration (BAIN) in vitro.

Methods

Chemicals and Drugs

Amyloid β 25-35 (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany); JNK inhibitor (SP600125, InvivoGen, USA); p53 inhibitor (Pifithrin-α, Cyclic, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. USA); basic culture medium for nerve cells MACS Neuro Medium; reagents for magnetic immunoseparation (anti-PSA-NCAM MicroBeads; anti-ACSA-2 MicroBead Kit; Anti-O4 MicroBeads; Anti-CD11b MicroBeads) (all produced by MiltenyiBiotec, Germany); hydroxycarbamide (Calbiochem, USA); DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, USA); Primaria Cell Culture Plate (size 96 well) (Corning, USA); ethanol (Kemerovo Pharmaceutical Factory LLC, Russia).

Animals and experimental design

The research work has been carried out in respect of the principles of the human experimental technique (Directive 2010/63/EU of the European parliament and of the council on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes). The study was approved by the Institute’s local Ethics Committee (protocol GRIPh&RM-2022-01/12). The studies were performed on C57BL/6 male mice at the age of 2 months and were approved by the local ethical committee of the Institute (protocol GRIPh&RM-2022-01/12). The experiments took place in the autumn and winter. The mice were sacrificed by decapitation under deep anesthesia in a CO2 chamber (M1-TSFM-1, EZ Systems Inc., USA).

In vitro experiments, using cultural methods, studied the impact of the JNK (10 µM) and p53 (5 µM) inhibitors on the realization of the potential for growth of progenitors (NSCs, NCP) and the production of neurotrophins (growth factors) by astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, microglial cells in BAIN [3, 11, 14]. The corresponding cultures of cells with βA without inhibitors served as controls.

BAIN Modeling

To model neurodegeneration in vitro, the βA fragment 25-35 (Amyloid β-Protein Fragment 25-35, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was used. The neurotoxic agent at a concentration of 1 mM was incubated for 7 days in the CO2 incubator (Thermo Scientific 8000 DH, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., USA) for aggregating proteins. Final concentration of aggregated 25-35 βA in the vitro culture medium was 20 µM [3, 11, 14].

Progenitor Cells Study

Nervous tissue to produce cellular material was isolated from the subventricular zone of the brain hemispheres (SVZ). NSCs were studied by culturing unfractonated cells from SVZ. To study NCP, CD56‘(PSA-NCAM‘) cells
were used, which were isolated with the MiniMACS Cell Separator (MiltenyiBiotec, Germany) and the corresponding MicroBead (by positive selection method) [11, 13, 15]. Both types of cells were incubated in MACS Neuro Medium at a concentration of $10^5 / ml$ for 5 days in the incubator (Thermo Scientific 8000 DH, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., USA) under standard conditions (at 5% CO₂ and 37°C). In cell cultures, the number of clonogenic cells, their mitotic activity, and specialization (differentiation/maturation) intensity were counted. The number of NSCs and NCPs was recorded by the number of colony forming units (CFU, neurospheres of 100 or more cells) in the corresponding cell cultures. The progenitor mitotic activity (mitotic index) was valued at using hydroxyurea, which inhibits DNA synthesis in the synthetic phase of mitosis (at a concentration of 1 μM). The intensity of cell specialization was determined based on the ratio of cluster-forming units (CIFU, neurospheres of 100-30 cells) to CFU (specialization index) [11, 13, 15].

**Neuroglial Cells Study**
The cells of astro-, oligodendro-, and microglia were isolated from SVZ cells using the MiniMACS Cell Separator and anti-ACSA-2, anti-O4, and anti-CD11b MicroBeads, respectively. The cells were incubated in basic culture medium in the Thermo Scientific 8000 DH (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., USA) (for 2 days at the concentration of $2 \times 10^5 / ml$) to obtain supernatants. The neurotrophin (a complex of all of active humoral factors against CFU production) was studied by the effect of supernatants on the neurospheres formation (neurosphere stimulating activity, NSA). The test system was a culture of intact SVZ cells ($10^5 / ml$) [11, 17].

**Statistical analysis**
The results were analyzed with Mann-Whitney test for independent samples. The data are given as arithmetical means, the significance level $p < 0.05$ [18].

**Results**

**Influence of βA on the Progenitor Functioning**
The fragment 25-35 βA, when introduced into the cell culture, caused a reduction in the performance of CFU<sub>NSCs</sub> (up to 77.5% of the initial level) and their proliferative activity (Figure 1a, c). Also, there was a significant growth in the number of CFU<sub>NCPs</sub> in the culture medium with βA (up to 140.5% of the same parameter in the βA-free medium) and an acceleration of the NSC specialization (up to 180.2% of the same indicator in cell culture without βA) (Figure 1b, d). At the same time, Aβ stimulated the clonogenic activity of CD56<sup>+</sup> cells. The number of CFU<sub>NCPs</sub> and their mitosis increased to 342.3% and 201.3% of the controls, respectively (Figure 2a, c). The specialization index of committed precursors, on the contrary, significantly decreased (to 54.8% of the same indicator in the control) (Figure 2b, d).

The results are consistent with data on the uncoupling of the NSC and NCP functioning under the influence of neurotoxic Aβ fragments [3, 7-9]. At the same time, an excessively high rate of the NSCs maturation, which can cause aberrant cell development, should be considered an important manifestation of inadaptation of the system of cell renewal of the nervous tissue (in addition to changes in the mitotic activity of progenitors and uncoupling of proliferation and differentiation of NCPs) [7, 9, 19].

![Figure 1: Number of CFU<sub>NSCs</sub> (a), CIFU<sub>NSCs</sub> (b); NSC mitotic activity (c), specialization index of NSCs (d). Here and in figures 2 and 3: cell culture without (intact); with Aβ. Columns in blue - without signaling molecule inhibitors; columns in red - the JNK inhibitor; columns in green - the p53 inhibitor; p<0.05 compared to *intact cells (no inhibitors). # values without signaling molecule inhibitors.](image1.png)

![Figure 2: Number of CFU<sub>NCPs</sub> (a), CIFU<sub>NCPs</sub> (b); NCP mitotic activity (c), specialization index of NCPs (d).](image2.png)

**Influence of βA on the secretory function of neuroglial cells**
The βA effect on neuroglial cells led to an increase in the secretion of neurotrophins by ACSA-2<sup>+</sup> and CD11b<sup>+</sup> cells (up to 202.4% and 126.8% of the corresponding control levels) (Figure 3a, c). The NSA of supernatants from O4<sup>+</sup> cells did not change under the influence of βA(Figure 3b).
When analyzing these data, it should be taken into account that changes in NSA were recorded by changes in colony formation under the influence of conditioned media of neuroglial cells. This is an integrative indicator reflecting the secretion of both cytokines that stimulate the functions of progenitors and the production of factors that inhibit their functions (primarily pro-inflammatory cytokines) [14, 20, 21]. Moreover, the contribution of the production of inhibitors of the functioning of progenitor cells to colony formation can be very large. It is known that aggregated amyloid initiates an excessive inflammatory reaction, which plays the role of a pathogenic factor in AD[4, 21].

![Figure 3: Effect of the supernatants of ACSA-2+ cells (a), O4+ cells (b), and CD11b+ (c) on the neurospheres formation (neurotrophin production).](image)

**Influence of the signaling molecules inhibitors on NSC functioning**

When studying the effect of the JNK and p53 inhibitors on the achieving growth potential of multipotent NSCs, some interesting phenomena were revealed. The JNK blockade in unFractionated cells in a medium without βA has resulted in the increase of the CFU<sub>NSC</sub> number in the unFractionated cells culture (up to 145.5% of the initial level) and their mitotic activity (up to 174.1% of the initial value). While the p53 inhibitor had no significant effect on these parameters. Changes in CFU<sub>NSC</sub> and the intensity of NSC specialization were not recorded in both cases (upon inactivation of both JNK and p53) (Figure 1).

In many respects, a different picture was observed when unFractionated cells were cultivated in the presence of βA. In this case, the stimulating effects on NSC proliferation remained only in the JNK inhibitor (up to 209.5% of the control, a similar parameter in the medium with βA without inhibitors of signaling molecules). This naturally led to an increase in the number of CFU<sub>NSC</sub> (up to 135.6% of the control level). At the same time, both inhibitors significantly reduced the amount of CIFU in the culture of unFractionated cells (Figure 1b). In both cases, a decrease in the rate of NSC differentiation was also recorded (up to 48.4% and 45.4% of the control level with JNK and p53 blockade, respectively). Moreover, this should be considered as a potential factor for increasing the efficiency of neurogenesis in βAIN, which consists in preventing aberrant cell development due to the excessive intensity of progenitor differentiation [10, 14].

Thus, only the selective blockade of JNK stimulated the cell cycle progression of multipotent NSCs. At the same time, inactivation of both studied signaling molecules was accompanied by inhibition of excessive activation of the specialization of these cells [7, 9, 19].

**Influence of the signaling molecules inhibitors on NCP functioning**

The investigation of the JNK and p53 inhibitors effect on the functioning of neuronal precursors revealed other patterns. The JNK blockade in conditions of optimum vital activity of NPCs reduced the level of their proliferation (up to 80.4% of the control) and the clonogenic capacity of the CD56<sup>+</sup> cells (up to 68.5% of the control of the initial level) (Figure 2a, c). While the p53 inactivation under these conditions was accompanied, on the contrary, by stimulation of the NCP mitosis and the release of CFU<sub>NCP</sub> (up to 135.8% and 131.5% of the control levels, respectively).

When βAIN modeling, NPCs reacted differently to the targeted regulation of intracellular signaling. When cultivating CD56<sup>+</sup> cells in the βA presence, both inhibitors increased the number of CFU (up to 138.5% and 161.6% of the control values in the JNK and p53 inhibition, respectively) and their mitotic activity (up to 145.6% and 160.4% from control values for blockade of JNK and p53, respectively). No significant changes were recorded in terms of the cluster formation and maturation intensity in both cases (as well as in the βA-free medium) (Figure 2b, d).

Thus, the response of committed neuronal precursors to the JNK inhibitor depended on the initial conditions of their vital activity. But in βAIN, this pharmacological agent significantly stimulated their proliferation. In contrast, the blockade of p53 increased the mitotic activity of NCPs regardless of external conditions.

**Influence of the signaling molecules inhibitors on the functioning of neuroglial cells**

During the experiments, an ambiguous effect of selective the JNK and p53 blockers on implementing of the secretory function of neuroglial cells was revealed. The inactivation of these signaling molecules in astrocytes had practically no effect on the production of neurotrophic growth factors. The only exception was the p53 inhibition in βAIN modeling. In this case, a decrease in the parameter was observed (up to 77.9% of the control) (Figure 3a).

The inactivation of JNK and p53 in O4<sup>+</sup> and CD11b<sup>+</sup> cells was together with a pronounced increase in the supernatant NSA in both cases (cell cultivation with and without βA). The increase in NSA in the test system when using conditioned media obtained by incubation of oligodendrocytes and microglial cells
under intact conditions reached 157.7% and 196.7% with the JNK blockade and 150.0% and 176.7% with the p53 inhibition (from appropriate control levels) (Figure 3b, c).

Thus, targeted blockade of JNK and p53 stimulated the secretory function of oligodendrocytes and microglial cells, which naturally activated the activity of progenitors, including under βAIN conditions.

**Discussion**

The results confirm the development of the phenomenon of discoordination in the activity of multipotent and committed progenitor neurons under the influence of βA [3, 7-10]. Inhibition of the mitotic activity of NSCs was revealed against the background of an increase in that of NSCs. The specialization intensity of multipotent NSCs increased, while in neuronal precursors, on the contrary, it decreased. Thus, desynchronization of the proliferative activity of NSCs and NPCs developed in the context of decoupling proliferation and differentiation of both types of progenitors. Moreover, the revealed very rapid intensity of the differentiation/maturation of NSCs could be one of the factors of the aberrant pathway of development of nerve cells in AD [7, 9, 19]. Such dysfunctions in the functioning of the system of cellular renewal of the nervous tissue cannot but affect the efficiency of neurogenesis in AD [3, 9, 22]. Moreover, the influence of phosphorylated tau proteins, as well as cholinergic changes in the brain and other disturbances in tissue homeostasis in AD [23-25] will exacerbate and multiply progenitor dysfunction in AD in situ. Therefore, the most promising approaches to stimulate neurogenesis in AD should be the development of pharmacological methods for synchronous stimulation of the activity of RCCs of various types [7, 9].

At the same time, it was found that under βAIN conditions, the most coordinated activity of RCCs of the nervous tissue is observed during JNK blockade (Figure 4). Such targeted regulation of intracellular signaling can increase the achievement of growth potential of both committed precursors and NSCs (in contrast to the use of the p53 inhibitor). It should be noted that inhibition of both JNK and p53 was accompanied by inhibition of excessive activation of NSC specialization processes [7, 9]. That is, the p53 inhibitor also (as well as the JNK blocker) affected the neurogenesis disadaptation factor in βAIN, which prevented the aberrant development of nerve cells [8, 9, 19]. In addition, experiments have shown that targeting JNK and p53 can significantly stimulate the neurotrophin-producing function of oligodendrocytes and microglial cells (and also, possibly, suppress the production of neuroinflammation-inducing factors secreted by the latter in AD) [20, 21]. The negative effect on the feeder activity of neuroglia was found only in the p53 inhibitor, and only in relation to astrocytes. Although how important this may be requires further study.

![Figure 4: Effect of the JNK inhibitor on RCCs of the nervous tissue in βAIN. Thick lines and wide blue arrows - stimulating effect; thin lines and wide white arrows - inhibitory action.](image)

The findings indicate the prospects for the development of new approaches to stimulate neurogenesis in AD using JNK and p53 inhibitors. However, the most preferred target in Alzheimer’s drug discovery is JNK targeting.
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